
Robson Lowe Sale of J Grant Glassco British Post Offices Abroad, 25 Nov 1969 

There are several phases in the life of a collector and many collectors 
experience only one phase. 

J. GRANT GLASSCO went through all these phases for he started 
collecting stamps as a schoolboy. 

During the Second World War when he was Controller of the De 
Havilland Aircraft Company of Canada Ltd., the intensity of his work 
brought the necessity for some absorbing relaxation and he turned his 
attention to philately. The more obscure the problem, the greater the 
challenge to a keen intellect and he amassed a huge quantity of those 
stamps which attracted him in order to study all the complexities of 
printing, paper, colour and perforations — the science of philately. At 
the same time he formed the basis of the outstanding collection of 
classic stamps of British North America for which he became famous 
among collectors. 

It was while studying these issues that he was attracted to the humanity 
of the hobby, and began his studies of routes and rates, realising that 
this field offered more scope and more interest to anyone whose life 
was wrapped up in the economic development of both his own country 
and the world. 

He disposed of his main collection of classic stamps only retaining 
those covers which had a place in the new collections. There were three 
subjects which were of particular appeal. He studied the development of 
the London Penny Post from 1680 when William Dockwra produced the first penny postage stamp. This was 
the first city post to be organised and operated on sound commercial lines providing an excellent service at a 
reasonable price, it became the model on which most other city posts were founded. The detailed precision, 
the punctilious sense of duty on which the success of such a venture rested, had immense appeal to a man 
of broad vision who had been trained as a chartered accountant and whose success as an organiser had 
brought such outstanding benefits to his country. 

Perhaps it was the discovery of letters of his ancestors written in Canada in the eighteenth century that first 
fired his interest in the foundation and growth of the British Postal Service in North America. When the recent 
work* on the American Colonial period was written, Mr. Glassco read the manuscript and produced a list of 
additions and amendments based on his own research. 

During the compilation of the fifth volume of the Encyclopaedia, he provided a great deal of valuable 
information about the early handstamps of Canada and the Maritime Provinces, and the new approach to 
this complex subject is the result of discussions with him. 

From this collection, it was an obvious step for him to study the British Consular Postal Service which was 
the natural development when, in the nineteenth century, the United Kingdom provided over half the 
overseas communications in the world, both on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of America and over the two 
great trade routes to India and the Far East, Australia and New Zealand. As the evidence provided by his 
collection concerned both postal routes and rates it had to embrace that fascinating aspect of nineteenth 
century postal history, the privileged rates charged on their letters home to British soldiers and seamen 
serving overseas. 

From this commentary, the reader might suppose that Mr. Glassco was a full-time collector, but this was far 
from the truth for he had the facility of putting more into the day's work than most of us can put into a week. 
In addition to numerous active directorships, at the time of his death at the age of sixty-three, he was 
president of both the Brazilian Light and Power Limited and Transatlantic Fund Inc. of New York. Perhaps he 
will be best remembered in Canada for his successful chairmanship of the Royal Commission on 
Government Reorganisation, whose 1962 report has borne such great fruit, the suggestions already adopted 
having produced a great saving in government expenditure, better public administration, and improved public 
services. 

He was certainly the complete collector. 

R.L. 

* ‘The Colonial Posts of the United States’ 
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Auction Lots 
img Lot Jamaica Est Real 

   GBP ££.ss 
img 341 1779 E.L. from Coupar to Spanish Town with ‘KING/ STON’ on reverse, ** to 

*** and with m/s ‘Morant Bay’ below. Photo 
£12 26.00 

Img 342 1791 E.L. from Port Royal to London with ‘IAMAICA’ *** on reverse, 1798 
E. to Scotland with ‘JAMAICA ’ ** across flap and a faint ‘FALMOUTH ’. 
Photo 

£25 17.10 

Img 343 1792 E.L. from Trelawney to Dumfries with ‘MARTHA / BRAE’ ** on reverse 
overstamped by London c.d.s. and ‘IAMAICA’ *** across flap. Photo 

£25 26.00 

img 344 1795 E.L. to Dumfries with ‘FALMOUTH’ * and ‘JAMAICA’ * to ** on 
reverse and 1838 E. to London with ‘SAVANNA LA MAR’ * to ** on reverse. 
Photo 

£20 15.00 

img 345 1802 E.L. to Edinburgh with ‘FALMOUTH/JA’ across flap *** and two line 
Jamaica date stamp * to ** on reverse. Photo 76 

£8 12.00 

img 346 1809 (2) and 1810 E.L., two to England and one local with ‘SPANISH TOWN/ 
JA’, ‘MONTEGO-BAY /JA’ and ‘FALMOUTH /JA'', mainly *** to superb and 
across flap, one item rather stained. Photo 76 

£25 50.00 

img 347 1810 E.L. with large fleuron, 1815, 1819 and 1821 E.L. with smaller fleuron, 
1833 E. with Kingston c.d.s. and 1853 E. with Bath c.d.s., ** to ***, all on reverse. 
Photo 76 

£20 115.00 

img 348 1810 E.L. to London with ‘LUCEA /JA’ *** on flap. Photo 76 £20 16.00 
img 349 1816 E.L. from Kingston to London with double lined oval ‘Ship Letter/ 

Crown/JAMAICA’ *** but a little doubly struck, and * ‘Portsmouth/Ship Letter’. 
Photo 76 

£45 55.00 

img 350 1822 E.L. from Whitney to Kingston with *** ‘CLARENDON /JA’ at upper left. 
Photo 76 

£20 40.00 

img 351 1843 E. to Bordeaux from Lima with unframed c. ‘SOUTH AMERICA / VIA 
PANAMA’ *** and framed ‘Packet Letter’, probably placed on in Jamaica. Photo 
76 

£35 95.00 

img 352 1845 E.L. to London with ‘JAMAICA / SHIP LETTER ’  ** and oval framed 
‘OCANA / FRANCA’ *** shows Kingston c.d.s. on reverse. Photo 76 

£50 52 .10 

img 353 1851 E.L. to New York with ‘JAMAICA/SHIP LETTER’ superb and ‘KINGSTON 
JAMAICA/PAID’ c.d.s. in red, ** on face. Photo 

£35 65.00 

img 354 1864 E. to London from Matamoros and showing ‘PORT ROYAL /JAMAICA’ 
c.d.s., *** on face. Photo 

£10 24.00 

img 355 ‘A01’: 1d (2), 4d.. a pair and seven singles and 6d. (4), three with wing-margins, * to 
*** strikes, some faults. Photo. (14) 

£15 24.00 

img 356 — 1d, a strip of six on small dated piece. ** strikes. Photo £12 26.00 
img 357 ‘A27’ (2) on 4d. ‘A28’ and ‘A30’ on 6d. ** to ***, one with wing-margin, also G.B. 

1898 2½d. with Annotto Bay c.d.s. Photo 
£20 27.00 

img 358 ‘A27’, ‘A28’ and ‘A30’ all on 4d. values, the first fine, the second stained and the last 
with a corner rounded, *** strikes. Photo 

£12 22.00 

img 359 ‘A31’, ‘A33’, ‘A35’, ‘A36’ and ‘A37’ all on 6d. values, one with wing-margin,** to *** 
some tiny faults. Photo 

£16 44.00 

img 360 ‘A32’ on pair of 1d and a possible ‘A36’ on single 1d, the first superb, the last with 
some perfs. trimmed. Photo 

£15 30.00 

img 361 ‘BUFF BAY JAMAICA’ c.d.s. on two wing-margined 6d additionally cancelled ‘A01’. 
Photo 

£12 17.00 

img 362 ‘A33’, ‘A34’ on piece ‘A36’ and two ‘A37’, one on fragment with ‘A’ ,issing ** to ***. 
Photo 

£16 90.00 

 363 ‘A39’ on 1d pair, 4d and 6d, ‘A41’ on 1d, ‘A44’ on 1d and 6d, ** to ***, some faults £15 24.00 
img 364 ‘A39’ on 1d reinforced strip of six, each with *** strike, two small marginal faults. 

Photo p78 
£25 42.00 

 365 ‘A40’ on 6d on small fragment and ‘FLINT-RIVER/JAMAICA’ c.d.s. on 6d on small 
piece, the 6d additionally cancelled ‘A01’, a few perfs. trimmed 

£12 15.00 

img 366 ‘A41’ on 1 /- ***, a few perforations trimmed. Photo £12 16.00 
img 367 ‘A42’ on 4d on small piece and 6d,***, the last with a corner rounded. Photo £20 32.00 
img 368 ‘A45’ on 1d on 6d (on small piece) and 1 /- (with 1931 R.P.S. Certificate), the 6d 

and 1 /- with marginal faults. Photo 
£30 34.00 

img 369 ‘A45’ on 1d strip of three and 6d wing-margined pair (with 1946 R.P.S. Certificate), 
the last with a few perfs. trimmed. Photo 

£22 34.00 

img 370 ‘A47’, ‘A48’ and ‘A51’ (2), all on 4d, the first superb, the others ** to ***. Photo £14 32.00 
img 371 ‘A49’ on 1d pair. perfs. trimmed at foot and ‘A51’ on 1d pair (slight crease), ** to *** 

Photo 
£18 24.00 

img 372 ‘A49’. ‘A51’ (2) and ‘A53’, also part Mile Gully c.d.s. with ‘A01’, all on 6d and mainly 
***. Photo 

£15 29.00 

img 373 ‘A52’, ‘A54’, ‘A55’. ‘A64’, ‘A73’ and ‘A76’ (on small fragment), all on 1d values. ** to 
***. Photo 

£20 44.00 
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img Lot Jamaica Est Real 
img 374 ‘A52’, ‘A53’, ‘A54’, ‘A57’, ‘A59’ and ‘A60’, all on 4d values and mainly *** a 

few tiny faults. Photo 
£20 44.00 

img 375 ‘A52’ and ‘A67’ on 6d, the first with wing-margin, the last on small piece, slight 
crease. Photo 

£20 60.00 

 376 ‘A53’ on 1d, a pair and two singles used on fragment, *** a little smudged strikes £15 19.00 
img 377 ‘A55’ on 1d single and ‘A62’, ‘A69’, ‘A71’ and ‘A75’ on 1d pairs, two on small 

fragments, one pair creased. Photo 
£20 62 .10 

 378 ‘A55’ struck centrally on 4d and 6d used together on small piece, .*** and two 
strikes on 1d pair and 4d pair used on small piece showing ‘MILE GULLY ’  
c.d.s. 

£30 52 .10 

img 379 ‘A57’ on 4d (2) and 6d, ‘A59’ on 6d, ‘A61’ on 4d and ‘A62’ on 4d and 6d, two 
with wing-margins, ** to *** strikes, some tiny faults. Photo 

£22 25.00 

img 380 ‘A58’ on 6d, wing-margined copy with perfs. trimmed, *** and a very rare number, 
some perfs. ragged. Photo 

£35 100.00 

img 381 ‘A61’, ‘A62’, ‘A65’, ‘A66’, ‘A68’ and ‘A69’ all on 4d values, ** to *** some perfs. 
trimmed. Photo 

£25 52 .10 

 382 ‘A62’ on 1d strip of four, slight defects at top, rather stained, ** to ***. £15 20.00 
img 383 ‘A64’, ‘A68’, ‘A70’, ‘A71’ and ‘A73’ ** to *** two with wing-margins, one on 

small piece, some tiny faults. Photo 
£20 42.00 

img 384 ‘A64’ and ‘A75’ on pairs and ‘A73.’ on a strip of three on small piece, all on 4d 
values, two with wing-margins,** to ***. Photo 

£20 27.00 

img 385 ‘A70’, ‘A71’, ‘A76’ (2, one wing-margin), ‘A77’ and ‘A78’, five are *** to 
superb and one **, a few minor stains, etc. 

£28 47 .10 

img 386 ‘A74’, ‘A75’ (smudged), ‘A77’ and ‘A78’, all on 6d values, ** to *** some perfs. 
trimmed. Photo 79 

£18 50.00 

img 387 ‘A76’ on 4d, 6d (rough edge at right) and 1 /- (wing-margin), ** to ***. Photo 79 £20 45.00 
  Kingston   
 388 1858 (June) E. to Manchester with addressee's name excised and bearing 1d (2, 

one with corner missing) and 4d, 1859 (Jan) E. to Manchester with 6d, 1859 
(May) E. to Penrith with 6d and 1859 (July) stained env to Nova Scotia with 6d and 
marked ‘MORE TO PAY 3’, * to *** ‘A01’, some faults 

£25 38.00 

img 389 1858 (Nov) E. to Manchester with 6d wing-margined pair, 1859 E. to Penrith with 
6d wing-margined copy (slight crease) and 1860 E.L. to Mandeville with 4d, all 
cancelled ‘A01’, the last with Kingston duplex, ** to ***. Photo 

£18 65.00 

img 390 1859 (Feb) E. to Manchester (addressee's name excised) bearing wing-margined pair 
of 1 /- with ‘A01’ cancellations, ** to ***. Photo 

£40 105.00 

img 391 1859 (May) E. to Vere with 4d cancelled ‘A01’, ** to *** rare. Photo £25 120.00 
img 392 1859 (June) large part E. with 1d (2) and 6d (defects), 1859 (July) piece with 1d 

(3) and 6d (2) and 1859 large part E. with 4d wing-margined pair, * to *** ‘A01’, 
some faults. Photo 

£15 26.00 

 393 1859 (Sept) E.L. to Savannah 1a Mar with 4d pair and 6d strip of four (wing 
margin at right) *** ‘A01’, two stamps creased by filing 

£18 24.00 

  Annotto Bay   
img 394 1859 part E. bearing d. strip of four * to *** ‘A28’ cancellations. Photo £20 27.00 

  Bath   
img 395 1858 (Nov) env to Derby with 6d pair clearly cancelled with Bath c.d.s. and each 

again cancelled ‘A01’ at Kingston. Photo 
£30 85.00 

img 396 1859 (Mar) E.L. to Kingston with 4d cancelled ‘A29’, E.L. has rather heavy vertical 
fold. Photo 

£16 22.00 

img 397 1859 (April) large part E. with 4d cancelled ‘A29’ and showing Bath c.d.s. on 
reverse with manuscript date. Photo 

£10 23.00 

  Black River   
 398 1859 (Apr) E. to Kingston with 6d wing-margin and 1859 (Oct) E. to Kingston with 

1d pair (one with chunk missing and the other with corner rounded) and 4d, ** 
‘A30’ cancellation 

£15 18.00 

img 399 1860 E.L. to Liverpool with 4d strip of four, *** ‘A30’. Photo £25 65.00 
  Buff Bay   

img 400 1859 (Feb) E. to Spanish Town (one flap torn away) with 4d cancelled Buff Bay 
c.d.s. ** and very light ‘A01 ’. The face shows ‘TOO LATE ’ ***. Photo p82 

£18 70.00 

  Chapelton   
img 401 1859 (Sept) env to Kingston with 4d wing-margin clearly cancelled ‘A33’, 

stamp a little soiled at bottom. Photo 82 
£30 32.00 

img 402 1859 (Oct.) large part E. with 4d nicely cancelled ‘A33’. Photo p82 £25 52 .10 
  Claremont   

img 403 1860 (May) env to Edinburgh with 6d, a little stained, cancelled ‘A34’ ** to *** 
and with Claremont c.d.s. on face. Photo p82 

£15 27.00 

  Dry Harbour   
img 404 1859 E.L. to Spanish Town bearing wing-margined 4d untied by ‘A36’ ***, a corner 

perf. pulled. Photo p82 
£18 60.00 
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img Lot Jamaica Est Real 
  Duncans   

img 405 1858 (June) E.L. to London with 6d cancelled ‘A01’ and with Duncans c.d.s. 
alongside, two filing creases. Photo p82 

£15 22.00 

  Falmouth   
img 406 1858 (Oct) E.L. to London bearing 1d strip of six, each stamp with manuscript date 

‘22nd Octr 1858’ and lightly cancelled ‘A01’, two stamps creased and a corner of 
one stamp damaged, a few small stains. The face shows smudged Falmouth c.d.s. 
Photo 

£30 145.00 

img 407 1859 (Feb) env to Kingston with wing-margined 6d untied by central Falmouth c.d.s. 
and 1859 (May) env to London with another wing-margined 6d with ‘A39’ :.. Photo 

£22 40.00 

img 408 1859 (Aug 23rd) large folded env to London bearing no less than six 4d clearly 
cancelled ‘A39’. one with wing-margin. two stamps with portions missing. Photo 

£30 34.00 

img 409 — E. to Kingston with 1d (2) and 4d (fault) and 1859 (Aug. 25th) env to Kingston 
with 6d, wing-margined pair. the 4d and one 6d defective, ** to *** ‘A39’. Photo 

£25 27.00 

  Gayle   
img 410 1859 (June) split E. to Kingston with 4d cancelled ‘A41’ **. Photo £15 42.00 
img 411 1859 (July) E.L. to Kingston with 4d lightly cancelled ‘A41’ and with Gayle c.d.s. on 

face, a trifle soiled. Photo 
£12 40.00 

  Golden Spring   
img 412 1859 E.L. to Appleby with wing-margined 6d untied and centrally cancelled ‘A42’ 

*** stamp with two small faults and showing overinked Golden Spring c.d.s. on 
reverse. Photo 

£30 34.00 

  Gordon Town   
 413 1858 E.L. to Penrith bearing 6d lightly cancelled ‘A01’ and with filing crease. On 

reverse is an overinked but still *** strike of the Gordon Town c.d.s.  
£10 17.00 

img 414 1859 E. (a little damaged) to Kingston bearing 4d pair sharing superb ‘A43’ 
cancellation. No Gordon Town c.d.s. and stamps untied, rare. Photo 

£40 80.00 

  Goshen   
img 415 1859 (Sep 2nd) E. to Kingston with 1d pair and strip of four, climatically stained 

and cancelled ‘A44’, ** to ***. Goshen c.d.s. ** is on face. Photo 
£35 90.00 

img 416 1859 (Sep 9th) soiled E. to Liverpool with 1d (2) and 4d with ‘A44’ cancellations, * 
to *** Goshen c.d.s. *** appears on face. Photo p84 

£20 26.00 

img 417 — a large part E. and 1859 (Nov) E., both to Kingston, both with 6d (one wing-
margined), both cancelled ‘A44’ ** to *** one with small stain and showing the two 
types of Goshen c.d.s. on face. Photo 

£25 20.00 

  Grange Hi l l    
img 418 1858 E. to London with 6d lightly cancelled ‘A01’ and showing Grange Hill c.d.s. 

on face, *** and with part manuscript date. Photo p84 
£15 56.00 

img 419 1859 E. to Kingston with 4d pair lightly but legibly sharing ‘A45’ cancellation 
and showing Grange Hill c.d.s. *** on face. Photo p84 

£20 55.00 

  Green Island   
img 420 1859 E. to Kingston with 4d pair untied and lightly cancelled ‘A46’ and showing 

two very smudged Green Island c.d.s. on reverse. Photo 
£15 23.00 

  Highgate   
img 421 1859 env to Kingston with 4d with superb ‘A47’ and with Highgate c.d.s. ** on 

reverse. Photo 
£15 47 .10 

img 422 1860 part E. to Kingston bearing 1d strip of four cancelled ‘A47’ * to ***, all stamps 
creased and one defective. Shows Highgate c.d.s. ** on reverse. Photo 

£12 17 .00 

  Hope Bay   
img 423 1859 E. to Kingston with 1d strip of four (split by crease) with ‘A48’ cancellations *** 

rather unsightly vertical crease on cover and between stamps. Superb Hope Bay 
c.d.s. on reverse. Photo 

£30 67 .10 

  Lilliput   
img 424 1859 (Mar) E.L. to Kingston with 6d cancelled ‘A49’ superb and with Lilliput 

c.d.s. alongside, central vertical filing crease on E.L. Photo 
£25 56.00 

img 425 1859 (June) large part F. to Spanish Town bearing 1d pair and 4d cancelled 
‘A49’ ** and with Lilliput c.d.s. *** alongside. Photo 

£20 40.00 

  Lucea   
img 426 1859 E. to Spanish Town with 4d pair cancelled ‘A51’ and with Lucea c.d.s. 

alongside, one stamp affected by filing crease. Photo 
£18 26.00 

  Mandeville   
 427 1859 (Feb) large piece bearing 4d with Mandeville c.d.s., smudged but still perhaps 

** 
£10 9.00 

img 428 1859 (Apr) env to Kingston with 4d defective cancelled ‘A53’ *** and 1860 env to 
Liverpool with 6d cancelled ‘A53’ .***, the last only with * Mandeville c.d.s. on 
reverse. Photo 

£25 27.00 

  May Hill   
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img Lot Jamaica Est Real 
img 429 1859 (June) large part E. bearing 1d, a split strip of four and a pair lightly 

cancelled ‘A54’ and showing *** May Hill c.d.s., one stamp with small fault. 
Photo 85 

£20 40.00 

 430 1859 (Sep. 3) E. to Kingston with 6d very lightly cancelled ‘A54’ and with May 
Hill c.d.s. ** on reverse and 1859 (Sep 21) large part E. with 1d (2) and 4d 
with ‘A54’ * and May Hill c.d.s. on reverse, ' 

£25 20.00 

  Mile Gully   
img 431 1859 large part E. with wing margined 6d cancelled ‘A55’ and with Mile Gully 

c.d.s. alongside, both superb. Photo and in colour on page 10 
£16 60.00 

  Moneague   
 432 1859 torn and repaired E. to Kingston with wing-margined 4d cancelled ‘A56’ 

*** (and also m/s initials) and showing smudged Moneague c.d.s. on face 
£12 40.00 

  Montego Bay   
img 433 1859 (Apr) piece with 1d pair cancelled ‘A57’ *** and showing Montego Bay 

c.d.s. and 1859 (May) env to Wootton-under-Edge with 6d cancelled with superb 
‘A57’. No Montego Bay c.d.s. Photo p85 

£15 40.00 

 434 1859 (Oct) E. to Spanish Town with 4d pair cancelled ‘A57’, one stamp creased 
by filing. Shows * Montego Bay c.d.s. on reverse. Photo 

£10 14.00 

  Morant Bay   
img 435 1859 (Mar) and (Dec) E. to Kingston, each bearing 4d cancelled ‘A59’ ‘ to ***. 

Photo 
£18 36.00 

img 436 1860 E. to Derby bearing 6d pair cancelled ‘A59’ ***, a corner rounded and with 
Morant Bay c.d.s. * to ** on reverse. Photo 

£35 44.00 

  Ocho Rios   
img 437 1859 (July) E. to Kingston with 4d very lightly cancelled ‘A60’. Photo £15 26.00 
img 438 1859 (Oct) E. to Kingston with two wing-margined 4d, each clearly cancelled both 

stamps defective and have been affixed by glue. Photo  
£18 22.00 

  Old Harbour    
img 439 1859 (June) E. to Four Paths bearing 1d strip of four very clearly cancelled 

one stamp creased and a few perfs. tr immed. Photo  
£50 55.00 

img 440 1859 (Aug) E. to Four Paths with 4d cancelled ‘A61’ *** and with Old Harbour 
and Clarendon c.d.s. on reverse ** to ***, E. a little affected by climate. Photo 

£15 28.00 

  Plantain  Garden River    
 441 1859 env to Kingston bearing 4d cancelled ‘A62’ ' to *** some perfs. trimmed and 

showing Plantain Garden River c.d.s. on reverse. Photo 
£15 52 .10 

  Port Antonio   
 442 1859 (Apr) large folded E. to Kingston with 4d, two pairs lightly cancelled ‘A64’ 

and with * to ** Port Antonio c.d.s. on reverse. Photo 
£40 34.00 

img 443 1859 (July) E.L. to Kingston bearing 1d strip of four clearly cancelled ‘A64’ and 
with Port Antonio c.d.s. (smudged) on face, strip with some small faults 
including a filing crease. Photo p88 

£50 55.00 

 444 1859 (Nov) large folded E.L. to Kingston bearing 4d pair clearly cancelled ‘A64’ 
and with Port Antonio c.d.s., **, on reverse. Photo 

£20 40.00 

  Port Morant   
img 445 1859 (Sep) large folded registered money letter to Kingston with 4d, strip of three 

and a single at upper right and a single 6d at 1eft, cancelled ‘A65’, * to *** one 
stamp creased and one stamp damaged. Photo 88 

£60 105.00 

img 446 1859 (Oct) E. to Kingston with 4d cancelled ‘A65’ *** and with Port Morant c.d.s. 
alongside, *** but a 1ittle smudged. Photo 88 

£12 29.00 

img 447 1860 (Jan) piece bearing 1d strip of four, each pair sharing ‘A65’ .*. and just tied by 
part of Port Morant c.d.s., one stamp creased. Photo 

£20 34.00 

  Port Maria   
img 448 1859 E. to Glasgow with 4d centrally cancelled ‘A66’ *** and showing Port Maria 

c.d.s. ** below. Photo 
£16 35.00 

img 449 1860 E. to Spanish Town with 4d cancelled ‘A66’ and two strikes of the Port Maria 
c.d.s. ** on face. Photo 

£16 38.00 

  Port Royal   
img 450 1864 env to Kingston with 1d pair cancelled ‘A67’ ** to *** and with additional 

manuscript mark across stamp. There is a m/s ‘2d’ to left of stamps and a Port 
Royal c.d.s., ** on face of env, stamps a little creased. Photo 

£50 100.00 

  Porus   
img 451 1859 (Dec 9) large part E. to Kingston hearing 4d with ‘A68’ ***, stain on stamp. 

Photo 
£20 52 .10 

img 452 1859 (Dec 23rd) E. to Kingston with 1d, a strip of three and a single with ‘A68’ 
cancellations, ** to :***, and with Porus c.d.s. **' to *** on reverse. Photo 

£35 70 .00 

  Rio Bueno   
img 453 1859 (Feb) E. to London with Id. (2) and 4d cancelled ‘A01’ .*** and with Rio Bueno 

c.d.s. (part m/s date) alongside, **. Photo 90 
£25 62 .10 
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img Lot Jamaica Est Real 
img 454 1860 large part env. to London with addressee's name scratched out bearing 1d 

pair and 6d with ‘A70’ cancellations, ** to *** and showing part of Jamaica Paid 
c.d.s. on face. Photo 

£35 60.00 

  Rodney Hall   
img 455 1859 (Sep) E. to Clarendon with 1d, a broken strip of six, each pair with ‘A71’ 

cancellations, ** to *** and showing Rodney Hall c.d.s. on face :*** two worm holes 
and two stamps slightly creased. Photo 90 

£55 60.00 

img 456 1859 (Oct 18th) E. to Kingston bearing 4d with *** ‘A71’ and Rodney Hall c.d.s.** on 
face. Photo 

£16 45.00 

img 457 1859 (Oct 20th) E. to Kingston with 4d with extremely distinct ‘A71’ centrally placed 
and Rodney Hall c.d.s. *** on face. Photo 

£16 26.00 

  Saint David   
img 458 1859 large part E. with wing margined 4d cancelled ‘A72’ and showing St. David 

c.d.s. on reverse, ** to *** Photo 89 
£15 95.00 

  St. Anns Bay   
img 459 1859 (Feb) L. to Spanish Town with 4d pen-cancelled and with ‘ST ANNS-BAY’ 

c.d.s., stamp slightly creased. Photo 89 
£20 60.00 

img 460 1859 (Mar 25th) part E. with 1d (2) and 4d cancelled ‘A73’ ** to *** Photo £20 36.00 
img 461 1859 (Mar 29

th
) E. to Kingston with 6d pair four times cancelled ‘A73’, still not 

unsightly. Photo 89 
£15 17.00 

  Salt Gut   
img 462 1859 nearly full E. to Kingston bearing 6d twice cancelled ‘A74’, some perfs. 

trimmed. Photo 
£20 55.00 

  Savanna-la-Mar   
img 463 1859 (May 25th) E. to London bearing wing-margined 6d with superb ‘A75’ and ** 

Savannah La Mar c.d.s. on reverse. Photo 
£18 33.00 

img 464 1859 (May 26th) E. to Kingston with 4d pair clearly cancelled ‘A75’ and showing 
Savannah La Mar c.d.s. *** on reverse. Photo 

£15 42.00 

  Spanish Town   
img 465 1859 (Mar) E. to Kingston with 4d lightly cancelled ‘A76’ and with Spanish Town 

c.d.s. and circular ‘TOO LATE’, ** to *** on face. Photo 
£18 40.00 

img 466 1859 (Sep) E.L. to Derby readdressed to Ashbourn with 1d pair and wing 
margined 4d cancelled ‘A76

-
, * to *** full of character. Photo 

£30 72 .10 

 467 1860 (Mar) to Kingston bearing four 1d lightly cancelled ‘A76’ and with Spanish 
Town c.d.s. on face, **, slight creases and stains 

£15 32.00 

 468 — Piece with wing margined 6d cancelled ‘1’ and ‘A01’ £20 34.00 
  Vere   

img 469 1859 (April) env to Derby readdressed to Ashbourn with 6d cancelled ‘A78’ and 
with * Vere c.d.s. on reverse. Photo 

£22 55.00 

img 470 1859 (May 31st) E.L. to Kingston bearing 4d cancelled ‘A78’ *** and with Vere 
c.d.s. * on reverse. Photo 

£18 52 .10 

  CUBA – Cienfuegos   
img 723 1876 (July) E.L. from Cienfuegos to Kingston, Jamaica bearing Cuban 50c and 

Jamaican 6d with oval grid cancellation and showing framed "SHIP LETTER" ** 
to *** on face, a few stain spots. Very rare combination. 

£300 375 

img 724 1876 (Sept.) E.L. from Cienfuegos to Kingston, Jamaica with Cuban 50c. used in 
combination with GB 4d plate 14 and Jamaica 2d, all cancelled with "grid" 
cancellation, the 4d creased by letter filing and showing framed "SHIP LETTER" 
4 to *** on face. 

£350 280 
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